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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1
More than 100 studies have been undertaken to detect the hydrological response to
climatic variability and change during the past 15 years. Both process model-based and statisticsbased methods have been used to quantitatively assess hydrological sensitivity to climate,
particularly precipitation. The vast majority of published studies have focused on North America
and Europe. Few investigations have been undertaken elsewhere in the world. Moreover, there
has been little consistency in approach and methodologies, or in the criteria for or quality of the
data used in these studies. However, the quantitative assessment of the sensitivity, or elasticity, of
streamflow to changes in precipitation based on the observational record has far reaching
implications for the adaptive management of water resources under conditions of changing
hydroclimatic regimes.
1.2
In an attempt to address the weaknesses inherent in the current body of work, the World
Climate Programme - Water (WCP-Water) convened an expert meeting at the Centre for Ecology
and Hydrology in Wallingford, U.K., on 2-4 December 2003. It aimed to discuss and provide the
tools necessary for achieving a consistent quantitative assessment of change in hydrological
regimes with changes and variations in climate. In particular, the meeting focused on the
identification of streamflow sensitivity to precipitation, and to the initiation of a systematic
assessment of streamflow sensitivity in selected river basins around the world using one (or more)
uniform and unbiased approach(es).
1.3
The meeting participants discussed numerous issues affecting streamflow sensitivity to
precipitation and its characterization, including land cover change at various scales; natural
storage of water in glaciers, snow, and aquifers; human uses of water; data availability,
homogeneity, observation, and sharing; daily versus monthly data; basin size; models (global
versus regional); and the use of scenarios. From these discussions, a series of tasks were
developed, agreed upon, and assigned to individuals or groups. These tasks included the
identification of basins having suitable data at the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC), the
delineation basin boundaries, and the extraction of basin average monthly precipitation and
streamflow; the generation of monthly times series of precipitation, temperature, and potential
évapotranspiration; the analysis of streamflow sensitivity to runoff; the dis-aggregation of monthly
precipitation, temperature, and potential évapotranspiration series into pseudo-daily series;
development and analysis of daily and monthly hydrologie models and simple sensitivity testing
using various forcing factors; as well as supporting activities.
1.4 A subsequent workshop will be held in early 2005 to evaluate progress on the various tasks,
as well as to consider publication options. The goal is to have results available for use in the IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report, which is currently in the early planning stages.
2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1
Ms Ann Calver, Director of the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH) in Wallingford
opened the meeting and welcomed the participants to the Centre highlighting the history of good
collaboration in various programmes and activities of both WMO and UNESCO and the special
interest of the Centre regarding climate and water-related issues.

2.2
Mr Wolfgang Grabs in his opening remarks pointed out that WCP-Water is a joint
programme of WMO and UNESCO that links climate and water and guides related research. The
2001 IPCC Third Assessment Report pointed out a number of uncertainties associated with the
current understanding of global hydrology/water resources. WCP-Water hopes to develop the
tools and assessments for water resources and extremes needed for the IPCC and other purposes,
and to identify the methods in place around the world for assessment of the impacts of precipitation
on the hydrology of river basins, and the impacts of climate change on hydrology. While some
models and statistical tools do exist, they have mostly been applied to Europe and North America.
2.3
Mr Grabs reminded the participants that the goals of this expert meeting were to discuss
state-of-the-art tools for the quantitative assessment of change in hydrological regimes due to
climatic variability and change, and to identify methods and approaches for the detection of
streamflow sensitivity to precipitation. The aim was to produce a comprehensive and systematic
synopsis of streamflow sensitivity to climate. Principal results to be achieved included:
(a) Examples/case studies of the application of sensitivity studies and precipitation-based
climate outlooks;
(b) Overview of statistical and model-based approaches to quantitatively determine hydrologie
sensitivity to climate, especially precipitation;
(c) Assessment of applicability of different approaches; and
(d) Agreement on feasible approaches to detect hydrologie sensitivity to climate (precipitation)
variability and change over a wide range of environmental conditions.
2.4
Mr H. Lins, the Executive Secretary of WCP-Water, also welcomed the participants to the
session on behalf of the Programme Steering Committee. He noted that the original World Climate
Programme (WCP), established in 1981, had no hydrological component. Thus, the WMO
Hydrology and Water Resources Programme, in conjunction with WCP, established WCP-Water to
fill the gap. In 2001, the Steering Committee for WCP-Water revamped the Programme, keeping
some of the early foci, but expanding to cover new topics. The present meeting was one of a new
series, designed to use the experience of experts in understanding hydrological sensitivity to
climate through diagnostic evaluations of climate variability.
2.5
Mr Lins then requested participants to identify criteria and a process for selecting methods
to quantify hydrologie sensitivity to precipitation and to formulate recommendations including shortand medium-term follow-up activities such as the application of recommended methods in selected
river basins during the meeting.
2.6

The list of Participants is attached as Annex I.

3.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING

3.1
The meeting was divided into a number of sessions for presenting and discussing various
themes. Chairmen were assigned to guide each session. The Agenda is attached as Annex II.
3.2
Session chairs were asked to contribute brief summaries of the results of their sessions
(included in the following report), and each participant was asked to provide a short overview of the
key points of their individual presentations (collated and attached as Annex III). Reports and
presentations provided to the meeting, along with the text of the complete report of the meeting
can be downloaded from the following ftp site: ftp://www.wmo.int/documents/hwr/WCASP-67.pdf

4.

SESSION I: MODEL-BASED AND STATISTICAL APPROACHES TO ESTIMATE
HYDROLOGIC SENSITIVITY TO CHANGING CLIMATIC CONDITIONS (SESSION
CHAIR: MR HARRY LINS, USGS, USA)

4.1
Hydrologie sensitivity to climate, worldwide, is poorly documented. A lack of consistent
long-term data and estimation procedures has hindered progress on this subject. Moreover, much
of the work that has been conducted during the past decade has been motivated by, and focused
upon, impacts resulting from future climatic change. By focusing on the future, some requisite
steps in fundamental understanding, based upon observed sensitivity during past decades and the
development of appropriate estimation methodologies, have been overlooked. The presentations
made in this session highlighted this condition and provided a representative characterization of
how the subject of hydrologie sensitivity to climate is currently being viewed and addressed.
4.2
Five presentations were made in this session: two dealt with the use of climate models
(regional and general circulation) to directly simulate hydrologie conditions or to drive hydrologie
models over time scales ranging from months to decades; two addressed critical sensitivity issues
associated with regional climate models and the coupling of atmospheric and hydrologie models;
and one presented a statistical approach to estimating hydrologie sensitivity to climate. The talks
addressing climate model-driven effects included the development of a macro-scale hydrological
model with a regional glacier-melt component to simulate de-glaciation impacts in the Himalayas
under 21 st century warming scenarios (Gwyn Rees), and an assessment of the effects of winter
precipitation changes, and subsequent runoff effects in the Rhine basin (Jan Kleinn). The
sensitivity/modelling presentations considered a broad review of issues that must be considered
when attempting to evaluate hydrologie sensitivity to precipitation when driving a hydrologie model
with output from a general circulation model (Francis Chiew), and an overview of the uses and
limitations of regional climate models for deriving information relevant to the estimation of
hydrologie sensitivity to climate (Steve Hostetler). The final talk in the session, the statistical
approach to estimating sensitivity, specified a sensitivity measure termed the precipitation elasticity
of streamflow that can be applied anywhere precipitation and streamflow data are available (Harry
Lins for Rich Vogel).
4.3
In summary, the session covered an array of approaches and technical issues that must be
considered in attempting to define the climate sensitivity of streamflow on a global basis.
Concerns were expressed over the ability of Global and Regional Circulation Models (GCM/RCMs)
to adequately represent certain climate variables (e.g. precipitation at high elevations) or
meteorological behaviour (e.g. Frontal progression). Although discussion on GCMs and RCMs was
beyond the scope of the meeting, it was acknowledged that continuing improvements to such
models would ensure future scenarios are established on a sounder physical basis.
4.4
The Chair further noted a need for better procedures for estimating sensitivity of extreme
flows to climate change; so far most of the work has focused on changes in mean flow. It was
proposed that there is a need to quantify runoff sensitivity to changes in rainfall and climate in both
natural and human-affected basins. It was noted that few researchers had teased out the
'dampening effect' of human influences on affected basins and stated it would be useful to develop
generalised models that may be readily applied to any catchment
5.

SESSION II: HYDROLOGIC SENSITIVITY OF MEAN AND EXTREME STREAMFLOWS
TO CLIMATE - ESPECIALLY PRECIPITATION (SESSION CHAIR: MR CHRIS KILSBY,
U. NEWCASTLE, UK)

5.1
The session included presentations of studies in several different parts of the world: from
an assessment of the variability of the flow regime of the Zambezi river in Zambia (Simachoka) to
the frequency and magnitude of floods in the UK (Farquharson) and the USA (Lins) and the
availability of water resource in West Africa (Mahe). It concluded that sensitivity of hydrological
extremes (both low and high flows) couldn't be satisfactorily analysed by reference to annual (or
other mean) precipitation values. Flood flows, for example, are dependent on a combination of the

intensity and timing of precipitation, together with antecedent rainfall affecting moisture status.
Snowmelt is a further time-dependent component influence.
5.2
This convolution of rainfall seasonality and timing of intense rainfall is complex, and crucial
to flood generation, and may be subject to considerable variability in some cases and regions.
5.3
Low flow hydrology is likewise dependent on timing of rainfall, where, e.g. seasonal aquifer
recharge is crucial to sustaining flows. This implies that the sequence of precipitation is also
crucial, not just the mean seasonality.
Requirements:
> An analysis method is needed for investigating the dependence of flow extremes on
precipitation characteristics or statistics;
> This method may be analytical or statistical, but if sequences and variability of precipitation are
to be accounted for, then the need for a time-series simulation method seems to be indicated;
> The precipitation intensity distribution should be used, e.g. extreme quantities or growth curves,
in addition to mean annual and monthly statistics.
For assessment of the importance of changes and sensitivity of extremes, it is necessary to
consider impacts in the context of vulnerability, probably derived from 'real' cases. For example:
> a ± 10 % change in mean annual flood corresponds to X % change in damages or likely loss of
life;
> a ± 10 % change in Q95 corresponds to Y % change in available water resource.
6.

SESSION III: DISCERNING CLIMATE SIGNALS IN STREAMFLOW FROM OTHER
ENVIRONMENTAL AND ANTHROPOGENIC FACTORS (SESSION CHAIR: MR FRANK
FARQUHARSON, CEH WALLINGFORD, UK)

6.1
The session started with a short presentation by Mr Gil Mahé of IRD considering the impact
of anthropogenic land-use changes over time on streamflow from the Nakambé catchment in
Burkina Faso. Land cover was classified on a 0.5° grid into: natural vegetation, cultivated and bare
soil for years 1965, 1975, 1985 and 1995. Unfortunately, satellite imagery was available only for
the last three time periods, although even here the satellite technology had improved over time.
There must consequently be some uncertainty over the derived land use classification.
Nevertheless, results showed a marked reduction of natural vegetation over the study period with
an increase in cultivated area, but also a marked trend towards bare residual soil resulting from
degraded, abandoned farmland. The land use changes were most dramatic in the north and less
severe in the wetter south. Runoff from the bare, degraded soils was up to four times that of
natural vegetated areas. In consequence, observed stream flows have increased from the
catchments despite a marked reduction in rainfall since 1972.
6.2
Mr Frank Farquharson of CEH Wallingford then gave a presentation of CEH's GWAVA
(Global Water Availability Assessment) model, looking at both anthropogenic and climate change
influences on water resources in various parts of the world (that has been applied regionally so far).
The model uses a commonly applied 0.5° grid based rainfall runoff model (CEH's PDM-model) to
compute runoff, uses a 1 km DTM to derive the drainage network, FAO and other soil and
vegetation databases for initial parameter estimation, and includes a simple groundwater
assessment. The key issue according to Frank is the need to model storages such as reservoirs
(including hydropower schemes) explicitly, and in particular to model abstractions for water supply,
industry and particularly irrigation, and subsequent return flow explicitly. He suggests that unless
this is done, and if models are calibrated against 'anthropogenic-influenced' gauged streamflow
records, reliable forward predictions of climate change impacts would be unreliable. Results from
model application to West Africa showed how climate change and demographic movements were
likely to change runoff throughout the region. The greatest impacts were along the northern Sahel
zone, where net rainfall (rainfall minus evaporation) was lowest.

6.3
The question was posed whether the talks demonstrated a linkage between climate,
anthropogenic or other environmental factors and streamflow. It was suggested that such a linkage
may be made through model predictions but, as yet, few had been tested against historical
observations. One possible approach to model the impacts of climate change on water resources
would be to consider all relevant anthropogenic factors explicitly within a model, such as GWAVA.
However, caution should be exercised, given the potential for uncertainties in the results from the
hydrological model being amplified by uncertainties in estimating present and future anthropogenic
influences.. This issue was thought to be less critical when modelling floods, but abstractions and
returns should certainly be considered when modelling low flows
7.

SESSION IV: VARIABILITY AND CHANGE OF PRECIPITATION AMOUNTS AND
REGIONAL PATTERNS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS (SESSION CHAIR: MR JAN
KLEINN, ETH ZURICH)

7.1
Mr Bruno Rudolf presented an overview of the GPCC precipitation database. The GPCC
provides gridded monthly precipitation data sets at 1° and 2.5° spatial resolution (based on 0.5°
interpolated gauge observations. Two data sets are available: an operational data set, which aims
at a time series with a consistent amount of stations and a full data set, which uses as many
stations as possible and hence includes a strongly varying number of stations. Spatial patterns of
monthly mean precipitation were presented and compared to other data sets, including ERA40 and
CRU, for Siberia and the Amazon. The quality of the gridded data is dependant on the number of
stations within the grid or the distance to the next station, as values are interpolated if no station is
available within the grid.
7.2
The second presentation by Mr Bruno Rudolf covered an overview of a number of
significant European floods (e.g. Rhine, December 1993; Odra, July 1997; Elbe, August 2002) and
concluded that these floods cannot be compared without taking the different typology of the floods
(e.g. season, antecedent conditions, etc.) into account.
7.3
Mr Chris Kilsby presented an overview of a range of projects. From the SWURVE project,
he showed results for the UK: bigger changes in 5- to 10-day precipitation compared to changes in
1- to 2-day precipitation and a 50-year event from 1961-1990 is getting a 1 in 8 years to 1 in 25
years event in the period 1991-2000. More precipitation and hence more runoff is expected in
winter whereas less precipitation and runoff is expected in summer for NW England. Finally he
presented preliminary results from a project analysing the Aquifer in the West Banks.
7.4
Mr David Legates described the importance of precipitation gauge measurement bias in
hydrological modelling, stating that, globally, the rain gauge error is estimated to be about 11%.
He stated that model estimates would be improved by adjusting for precipitation bias before
calibration but that the bias varied in time and space according to such factors as the method of
measurement, the instrumentation used, the distribution of rain gauges in a given area.
8.

SESSION V: HYDROLOGIC SENSITIVITY OF STREAMFLOW TO EL NINO/LA NINA
INDUCED VARIATIONS IN PRECIPITATION (SESSION CHAIR: MR FRANCIS CHIEW,
U. MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA)

8.1
There were three presentations in this session. Mr Jose Luis Santos spoke about the
CIIFEN centre in Ecuador established to promote collaboration over the region on understanding
climate variability and ENSO, streamflow forecasting and application of forecasts. He also showed
examples of utilization of streamflow forecasts to make farm management decisions. Mr Francis
Chiew presented global ENSO-streamflow tele-connections and showed how ENSO-streamflow
relationship and streamflow serial correlation can be exploited to forecast streamflow several
months ahead. Francis also showed how probabilistic seasonal streamflow forecast could be used
to improve the management of land and water resources, particularly in highly variable systems.
Mr Ibraheem Olomoda spoke about the application of SST-based rainfall and hydrological outlooks

in Western Africa, reviewed the primary hydrologie and forecasting challenges of the region and
stressed the need for international collaboration for the essential data and forecasting tools.
8.2
The sensitivity of streamflow to precipitation has been addressed in previous sessions. In
summary of this session, it was noted that the ENSO-rainfall signal might not translate to an
ENSO-streamflow signal in catchments where the natural streamflow data has been modified by
anthropogenic factors. Nevertheless, studies have confirmed that the ENSO-rainfall signal
observed in many regions is also observed in the natural streamflow data. In fact, the ENSOstreamflow teleconnection is often stronger than the ENSO-rainfall teleconnection, because the
variability in rainfall is enhanced in runoff and because streamflow integrates information spatially.
8.3
The ENSO impact on hydrology is very significant and can be exploited to forecast
streamflow several months ahead. The forecast skill is dependent on the strength of the ENSOstreamflow teleconnection in the different regions and on the ENSO predictor used. The use of
seasonal streamflow forecast can benefit the management of land and water resources,
particularly in highly variable systems.
9.

COMMENTS ON SELECTED ISSUES

Land use change at various scales
The hydrological sensitivity of catchments in clearly influenced by climate but land-use
change is also a factor. At what spatial scale do land-use changes become significant?
Does its importance vary from region to region (e.g. tropical versus temperate regions)?
What influence does land-use change have on climate itself?
Natural storage of water in glaciers, snow and aquifers
The natural storage mechanisms present determine how a catchment responds to climate
change. The representation of these is fundamental to all hydrological models and, as an
issue, is one that is resolved with their representation during the development of models.
Human uses of water
Adjustments to "natural" surface water and groundwater; i.e., discharges or returns to water
bodies, impounding reservoirs are all activities that affect the flow regime of a catchment.
Appropriate methods of incorporating such influences clearly need to be developed further.
Data availability, homogeneity, observation and sharing
The lack of good quality, long-term data that is homogeneous and of adequate spatial
resolution was recognised as a constraint to meaningful hydrological analyses.
Inhomogeneities in observed data can be associated with changes at observing sites or to
the instruments, or can be a consequence of long-term systematic biases (e.g. windinduced under catch or wetting loss or evaporation from rain gauges). With sufficient
metadata and complementary data (e.g. local wind, temperature and pressure data), most
systematic errors can be adjusted. Some projects (such as the GHCN) have attempted to
correct global data from 1950 to 1990 for site and other changes and biases. For global or
regional-scale analyses, it was suggested that the quality of all available data be assessed.
However, databases of hydrological data around the world are clearly not (yet) sufficient to
meet all global analysis needs. Not all countries have the means to establish, operate and
maintain extensive networks for hydrology, or to archive or transmit the observations. This
is a particular problem in developing countries and it was recommended that resources
should be made available to ensure a minimum standard is achieved for
hydrometerological networks in every country as well, many countries regard water
information as sensitive or marketable information, and do not freely share it. It was
suggested that all countries be encouraged (if not obliged) to share hydrological data for
non-commercial research. The regional UNESCO-IHP FRIEND projects in Europe, Asia ad
Africa were cited as examples of how data sharing between countries can yield significant

scientific benefits. It was further suggested that the relevant FRIEND projects be
approached to see if data could be made available to the proposed WCP-Water study.
Basin size
The influence of spatial scale and temporal resolution on hydrological sensitivity was
considered one of the biggest issues. It was agreed that, subject to data availability,
sensitivity ought to be assessed at a variety of scales, from the largest basins to smaller,
"FRIEND-sized" basins that have minimal human influences. An analysis of nested
catchments was considered as one approach of discerning the sensitivity to scale.
Models
It was noted that to work in different scales would require different models, some of which
are not yet developed. These various models might not agree, as well. Model
incompatibility is not a subject that will be resolved during this project. It was also noted that
to use multiple models might blur the hoped-for 'global' statement of results. One approach
would be to use the same statistical model on all basins, but to then apply other, 'best-fit'
models basin by basin as needed for the various scales. There might be different data
needs for the two approaches (global versus regional).
Daily versus monthly data
To evaluate extremes of precipitation and runoff, daily data would be required. Analysis of
monthly data would be easier, but the 'state-of-the-art' has already shifted to daily, at least
for basin-level studies. However, daily data analyses might be possible for a few basins,
but not globally and many daily datasets are not homogeneous. It might be worth building a
'pseudo-daily record then to use monthly water balance models. The model could be run on
daily, then aggregate the values back up to monthly for presentation.
After discussion, it was decided not to mix scales and models in this first initiative to assess
sensitivity. This would ensure the project can be completed on time, and that comparisons
will be possible. The final analysis will explain what further steps could and should be taken,
but that the data and models are not yet available for global application.
Use of scenarios
It was agreed that hydrological sensitivity to climate change should be assessed in terms of
certain climate change scenarios. Such scenarios may be derived from GMS and RCMs,
on the basis of past climate variability (analogue scenarios) or on the basis of certain
hypothetical or incremental scenarios (e.g. +0.03 °C/yr). An application of appropriate
scenarios will feature in the proposed analysis.
Land-use change versus climatic variability (Mahé and Bonnell)
An overarching issue is what scale land use change (LUC) impacts on streamflow are
overridden by climatic variability (i.e. precipitation). The current literature on this topic is
sparse; and what is available has compared headwater catchment results nested within a
much larger basin. A sequential nested approach has so far not been undertaken and is
now on the agenda for this project.
This approach would be restricted depending on data availability. Otherwise a global range
of catchments in the order of magnitude 102-104 Km2 would be selected using both the
FRIEND (NE/AOC) and GRDC databases.
Existing results suggest that headwater LUC impacts on streamflow are not detectable at
much larger scales. Rather at larger scales climatic availability impacts on streamflow is the
dominant factor. As part of this issue, the IHP FRIEND AOC (West Africa) under the
guidance of IRD (Montpellier) will undertake analyses (on the lines recommended by this
meeting), including the development of grid-based soil moisture variability over time
database, as part of the study of hydrologie sensitivity to climate conditions.

10.

DECISION ON WORK ACTIVITIES

10.1 Recalling that the aim of this expert meeting was to produce a comprehensive and
systematic synopsis of streamflow sensitivity to climate, the meeting participants identified, and
agreed to complete the following specific work activities and tasks.
10.2 Elasticity/statistical analysis will be done on annual data on a point basis, not necessarily
on a basin basis. The data available include the GRDC datasets (data exists for quite a few
catchment areas - 800 ready to use, most are climate sensitive), the GPCC precipitation data over
the basin areas, the USGS hydro IK dataset (I km grid) and the CRU data set (Australia has used
the USGS dataset to define basin shapes - the 70 percent most feasible ones).
10.3 Sensitivity will be assessed using a water balance model with combined daily/monthly
datasets. It was agreed not to take on, at this stage, any impacts/applications studies for decisionmakers, economists etc. This is not, specifically, a WCP-water topic, and likely other IPCC groups
will take on this task at a later date.
10.4 Mr Kilsby will apply his model on daily data for several basins (generated time series) and
perform a regional stochastic sensitivity analysis based on stochastic daily rainfall data. The
stochastic daily rainfall series could be modified to take into account changes other than to the
mean. Eventually, this needs to be applied to at least one basin on each continent.
Tasks
A number of assignments were agreed on:
1. Identify basins with suitable GRDC data, delineate boundaries and extract basin-average
monthly precipitation series and streamflow (Legates, Rudolf, Chiew, CRU)
2. Generate monthly time series of precipitation, temperature and PET (Legates)
3. Perform elasticity analysis for runoff sensitivity to precipitation (and possibly PET, T) (>300
basins) (Chiew, Vogel) by 12/2004
4. Disaggregate monthly precipitation, temperature, PET series to pseudo-daily (using
proportion of dry days info.) (Legates, Kilsby)
5. Develop and run daily/monthly hydrologie models and perform simple sensitivity analysis
using change factors (initially <10 basins; possibly more basins subsequently) (Kilsby,
Rees, Chiew)
6. Generate stochastic catchment average daily precipitation series for some of the same
basins run through the preceding step (Kilsby)
7. Perform sensitivity analysis using daily models with more wide-ranging changes (in
variability, dry periods etc) (Kilsby)
8. WMO to provide ftp site for data (Grabs)
9. Progress to be monitored by, questions to be directed to Lins and Grabs
Parallel Tasks
1. Distributed water holding capacity (WHC) for selected basins, 0.5 degree grid, based on
FAO digitized soil map of the world and associated WHC data (maximum values) (Gil
Mahé) (note: the FAO map is not gridded - Gil Mahé will need the basin contours from
Francis Chiew).
2. Later, not at this stage, something with respect to land use change will be set up.
Discussion
After some discussion on the pros and cons of the available data, it was decided to use the
CRU gridded data (Mr Hostetler to provide) and the GRDC data (mandated - Mr Thomas
Maurer to provide). Mr Grabs is to contact Mr Maurer to advise him of the data needs for
this project. It was noted that the GRDC data might not capture all the smaller basins (the
smallest generally being in the order of 5000 km2 - however, the Pacific Islands and a few
8

other basing at around 1000 km2 will be included). If needed, the FRIEND datasets can
be pursued.
It would be useful/practical to use already validated existing models. Mr Rees is in the
process of evaluating a number of these for another project, so his support for task 5 will
be appreciated.
WMO will provide and administer a central storage for all datasets on the WMO server.
Time frame
To be useful, results need to be available and in stream for publication by the end of 2004
to be ready for incorporation into the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report. It was decided that
Step 3 is to be completed by December 2004. In early 2005, a workshop will be held to
discuss progress to date, the results of which would be published as part of a WCP-Water
report. The authors of the research will be encouraged to publish elsewhere as well. The
WCP-Water report has the potential to reach a wide audience and to generate broad
interest in the work. The workshop will likely generate fine-tuning of the work to date. It
may be necessary to hold an interim WCP-Water meeting in fall 2004 (perhaps
September).
11.

CLOSURE

11.1 The Chair, Mr Lins, noted the importance of the meeting - one of the first tasks of the newly
redesigned WCP-Water. Successful completion of this effort will represent a significant WCPWater contribution to research in general, and to the IPCC in particular. The Chair thanked the
hosts at CEH Wallingford and the staff for the excellent facilities and support before and during the
meeting.
11.2 Mr Grabs, on behalf of the WMO Secretariat, noted that this effort will put science a step
closer to a quantitative assessment of the sensitivity of hydrologie elements to climate and will do
much to evolve our understanding of climate and water. He tanked the participants for their
contributions to a productive session.
11.3 On behalf of UNESCO, Mr Bonell also thanked the participants, and expressed satisfaction
with the newly invigorated WCP-Water programme. He indicated that FRIEND groups could add a
lot to the programme. The HELP basins integrate policy, science and management. Some of the
basins to be analysed through this effort may become part of the HELP effort. This work may also
have practical applications that could eventually help attract resources for the science.
11.4 On behalf of CEH Wallingford Mr Rees noted that he and his colleagues were pleased that
the meeting had been successful and productive.
11.5

The meeting closed on 4 December 2003 at 14:30
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Presenter summaries, Agenda Session I:
De-glaciation Impacts in the Himalayas, by Gwyn Rees, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
Wallingford, UK.
While there is evidence of de-glaciation occurring globally, there is particular concern at the
alarming rate of retreat of Himalayan glaciers. Some experts have predicted that the
glaciers of the region will vanish in 40 years, leading to serious water shortages for millions
of people whose livelihoods rely on the meltwater from mountains. This presentation
describes work in-progress on an UK Department for International Development funded
project into the effect of de-glaciation on the future water resources of the Himalayan region.
The project has involved the development of a 20km resolution macro-scale hydrological
model for the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins, incorporating an innovative
regional glacier-melt component. The model is being applied to estimate the proportional
change in seasonal and annual water availability to various incremental and regional climate
model (RCM) based scenarios. Preliminary results show that, while the impacts of deglaciation are generally greatest in headwater areas, there is a regional variation in the
spatial extent of the impacts that may be explained by the relative contribution of monsoonal
precipitation to runoff.
Additional points and discussion:
In the 15 highest catchments in the Himalayas, a 0.1 °C per year increase in mean
temperature since 1976 has accompanied the visible retreat in the local glaciers. The
magnitude factors associated with the Monsoon may not yet be well enough represented in
the model, and validation on snowfall is needed. There are systematic biases in measured
precipitation data (e.g. snow gauge under catch) and the biases vary over time, making
adjustment to the data difficult. Storage conditions and capacity are factors important in
sensitivity studies.
Modelling Hydrologie Sensitivity to Climate Conditions, by Francis Chiew
There are literally hundreds of papers in the literature on the modelling of hydrologie
sensitivity to climate conditions, particularly in the context of climate change impact on
runoff.
The main inputs into the hydrological model are rainfall and potential
évapotranspiration data (and temperature for snow simulation). The parameters in the
model are typically optimised such that the model provides a good fit between the modelled
and recorded historical runoffs. The input data are then modified, and the model
simulations of runoffs using the original and modified input data are compared to estimate
the change in runoff resulting from the change in input data. Changes to other hydrologie
states and variables, like soil moisture, évapotranspiration and groundwater recharge, are
also investigated in some studies.
The hydrological models used range from simple lumped conceptual rainfall-runoff models
that run over daily or monthly time steps to more complex distributed models that run over
time steps shorter than one day. As hydrological models can be calibrated satisfactorily
against runoff data in most catchments, the modelling studies generally provide an accurate
estimate of the sensitivity of runoff to climate conditions. However, simulations of other
variables that the model has not been calibrated against (like soil moisture) should be
interpreted cautiously.
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Model results can be dependent on the model and the choice of model parameter values, in
particular parameters that relate directly to the simulation of évapotranspiration (e.g., soil
moisture store capacity and interception store capacity). As such, modelling studies of
hydrologie sensitivity to climate conditions should also consider results from several
hydrological models, as well as ensure realistic choice of model parameter values. Also,
anthropogenic factors must also be taken into account when calibrating the models.
In the context of climate change impact modelling, the use of the same parameter values to
simulate both the present climate and the enhanced greenhouse climate assumes that the
catchments and hydrological processes will continue to behave as they do at present.
Potential feedbacks between the surface and the atmosphere are also not taken into
account.
Nevertheless, the main uncertainty in modelling climate change impact on hydrology is in
the uncertainty in the rainfall estimate in an enhanced greenhouse climate. Most studies
modify the historical rainfall input data to reflect climate change simulated by GCMs,
although some studies now use rainfall from regional climate models directly. The methods
used to modify historical rainfall data to reflect climate change range from scaling all the
historical daily rainfall by a constant factor to stochastic downscaling approaches that relate
large synoptic-scale circulation variables to catchment-scale rainfall. As the simple constant
scaling method, which is used in most studies, does not consider changes in the temporal
distribution, magnitude and frequency of rainfall events, simulations of hydrologie sensitivity
of the extremes should be interpreted with caution. However, because the method is simple
to apply, the uncertainty in climate change scenarios can be easily considered by running
the hydrological model with scenarios for different greenhouse gas projections, climate
sensitivities and GCM simulations, to estimate the plausible range of climate change impact
on runoff.
Additional points and discussion:
Uncertainties in model results arise from the complexity of the climate system, the models
used, and the large grid size in the GCMs. As well, changes in river basins over time
(anthropogenic factors) affect the runoff data. Statistical Downscaling methods do not
necessarily maintain the energy balance. Not correcting for this in statistical models can
lead to significant errors. Stochastic models do not simulate features such as fronts, and
therefore do not construct rainfall patterns well. They do a reasonable job on convective
precipitation. RCMs are still crude with respect to catchment areas, but are a big
improvement over GCMs.
Climate Change and Runoff Statistics in the Rhine Basin: A Process Study with a Coupled
Climate-Runoff Model, by Jan KLEINN, Christoph Frei, Joachim Gurtz, Pier Luigi Vidale, and
Christoph Schar, Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science, ETH Zurich
Driving hydrologie runoff models with climate model output provides a promising tool for
climate impact assessment studies. To this end, the scale gap between the climate model
and the hydrologie model, which is usually of about one order of magnitude, has to be
overcome. In this study, downscaling techniques are applied to the output of a perfect
boundary regional climate model to drive a distributed hydrological model.
The regional climate model CHRM is used in a nested mode with horizontal resolutions of
56 km and 14 km. The boundary conditions are taken from the ECMWF reanalysis. The
distributed runoff model (WaSiM) is used at a horizontal resolution of 1 km for the whole
Rhine basin (gauge Cologne), covering more than 140'OuO square-kilometres and including
catchments with different topographical complexity. The coupling of the models is provided
by a downscaling of the climate model fields (precipitation, temperature, radiation, humidity,
and wind) to the resolution of the distributed runoff model. The simulations cover multiple
years for CHRM with 56 km horizontal resolution and multiple winter seasons for CHRM
with 14 km horizontal resolution.
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A detailed validation of the control simulation shows a good correspondence of the
precipitation fields from the regional climate model with measured fields regarding the
distribution of precipitation at the scale of the Rhine basin. Systematic errors are visible in
the high-resolution simulations at the scale of single sub-catchments and include
precipitation biases of up to 20% compared to the observed precipitation, an overestimation
in the frequency of strong precipitation events exceeding about 15 m/day, and an
overestimation of precipitation by about 20% for altitudes between 1000 and 2000 meters
above sea level. The errors in the climate simulation partly compensate in the hydrologie
simulations and the simulated runoff shows good correspondence with observed runoff for
the whole Rhine basin as well as for the bigger lowland sub-basins. Simulated runoff in the
more complex Alpine sub-basins shows stronger disagreement with observations.
Two possible effects of global climate change could affect the runoff statistics and flood
frequency of large mid-latitude river basins: the shift from snowfall to rain as a consequence
of higher temperatures and the increase in mean precipitation and shifts in the frequency
distribution associated with the intensification of the hydrological cycle. Here we study the
combined effect of these processes for the river Rhine. The sensitivity experiments are
based on an idealized surrogate climate change scenario, which stipulates a uniform
increase in temperature by 2 Kelvin and an increase in atmospheric specific humidity by
15% (resulting from unchanged relative humidity) in the forcing fields for the regional climate
model. The results from these climate simulations with modified boundary conditions are
then used for the hydrologie modelling.
In wintertime mean precipitation increases in the warm simulations by about 10%, mainly
due to an increase in the frequency of strong precipitation events. The increase in liquid
precipitation is of more than 20% in all of the basins for the winter months, as the fraction of
snowfall decreases with increasing temperature. Similar results can be observed in the
runoff simulations with an increase in winter discharge of about 10% and an increase in the
frequency of strong runoff events.
Additional points and discussion:
Coupled climate-runoff modelling is a promising method with which to estimate the influence
of a warmer climate on the hydrological cycle. One application is to the shipping industry
along the Rhine. When more winter precipitation falls as rain due to warmer winter
temperatures there will be earlier runoff, and the risk of a decrease in runoff in the dry
season. With this type of model one can calculate the number of days on which the water
levels on the river(s) will not allow shipping.
The 1 km grid and one hour time resolution captures quite well the snowmelt contribution in
the model. With respect to sensitivity, there is a useful correlation between highest
discharges and half-year mean temperature, which can be used in a predictive way.
Regional Climate Modeling, S. Hostetler, US Geological Survey, USA
Regional climate models (RCMs) provide a tool for downscaling GCM simulations, but, more
importantly, they can be applied to climate studies to simulate a continuous, internally
consistent (based on the model physics) set of atmospheric and surface variables on fine
spatial and temporal scales that currently are not practical for applications of GCMs. The
set of variables simulated by an RCM can be exploited for numerous analyses of
interactions and processes that link the land surface with the atmosphere on spatial and
temporal scales that approach those necessary to achieve such analyses. Additionally, the
RCM output can be used to drive other process models (e.g., hydrology) "off line". For
example, although soil moisture is an essential component of the water balance, our
observations of soil moisture are currently very limited both in time and space. A lack of soil
moisture data limits our knowledge of other components of the water and energy balance
such as regional-scale évapotranspiration rates. In RCMs that incorporate surface physics
packages, soil moisture (and other components of the energy- and mass-balances) is
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simulated directly, thus providing continuous time series of soil moisture for a region of
interest. Although moisture values are dependent on representations (parameterisations) of
vegetation dynamics, soil properties, and the simulated atmosphere, a modelled time series
of soil moisture can be used to compute time-lagged (e.g., current, 1-month, 3-month, 6month, 12-month etc), regional soil moisture conditions. These computed times series of
lags can be evaluated jointly with simulated and observed precipitation (snowpack) and
streamflow records to gain meaningful insights into the climatic controls of regional and local
streamflow.
Additional points and discussion:
The model that was described uses the ECMWF and NCEP reanalysis fields for boundary
conditions (45 km resolution) for the period 1958 to present. Although the chief focus in the
study described relates to wildfires in the U.S. as opposed to streamflow, the application is
generic in nature. The model covers 6 soil layers and vegetation, and is also used for
paleoclimate studies. The model performs well for SLP and surface winds, as well as for
500 hPa heights. One application of the model was to look at snowpack in low and high fire
years. The model demonstrated good performance in picking up temperature extremes,
drought and high precipitation. As to using the model to test sensitivity of basin behaviour to
climate, it has been determined that some lags are more important to some climate events.
The model has applicability anywhere the index can be developed (i.e. the statistics and
distributions). It helps that the USA has a continuous record of soil moisture. The model
used precipitation, soil moisture and streamflow together, and uses a full energy balance important in a dry area.

Climate Elasticity of Streamflow in the United States, by Rich Vogel, Tufts University, USA
(presented by Harry Lins)
The overall water balance and the sensitivity of watershed runoff to changes in climate have
been investigated using national databases of climate and streamflow for 1,337 watersheds
in the United States (statistics-based approach). Findings indicate that 1 percent changes
in precipitation result in 1.5 - 2.5 percent changes in watershed runoff, depending upon the
degree of buffering by storage processes and soil properties. Unlike previous research, this
approach to estimating the climate sensitivity of streamflow is nonparametric and does not
depend on a hydrologie model. The upper bound for precipitation elasticity of streamflow is
shown to be the inverse of the runoff ratio (precipitation elasticity is defined by a differential,
and the differential is model-dependent). For more than a century, investigators have
suggested that variations in watershed aridity alone are sufficient to predict spatial variations
in long-term watershed runoff. This study documents that variations in soil moisture holding
capacity are just as important as variations in watershed aridity in explaining the mean and
variance of annual watershed runoff.
Additional points and discussion:
It was noted that this is a promising technique, but that by using medians, useful information
is lost. As well, the current work has been extrapolated under hypothetical scenarios - the
type of precipitation data needed to use this approach needs to be further defined. In the
precipitation 'elasticity maps produced, blue regions show low elasticity, where a 1%
increase in precipitation leads to less than 0.5% increase in flow, due in part to snow
storage. Brown areas are regions of high elasticity, where there is a 2.5 to 4% increase in
streamflow for every 1% in precipitation. These results were compared to other studies
done over the years. There is a lot of variability in the results. The range of results is largest
over the lower Mississippi. One suggestion for improvement was to add confidence
intervals to the data plotted on the maps. An observation was that there is no apparent
correlation with geography, and that most of the country falls in the 1.5 to 2.5 % elasticity
range, but that this might change as global temperatures increase/change. Finally it was
noted that the datasets used were from the Hydroclimatological Data Network (HCDN) in
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which the sites have been selected for their sensitivity to climate (i.e. rivers not dammed,
etc.) Therefore there is little human influence in the data used.
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Presenter summaries, Agenda Session II:
The Zambezi river basin above Lake Kariba as a case study, by Evis Masapo Siamachoka
The variability of flow regimes of the Zambezi river basin is discussed using rainfall and
discharge measurement data at representative stations with data series not less than fifteen
years. A global overview of the annual rainfall shows a distinct north-south decreasing
pattern (i.e., there is less precipitation in the south near Lake Kariba). However the 5-yearly
moving average for three representative stations show a distinct reduction in the amounts of
rainfall received over the catchment during the past twenty or so compared to the long-term
mean rainfall. Such a situation was mainly responsible for the persistent droughts
experienced in the sub region during the early eighties up to the late nineties with
devastating consequences on the river runoffs and groundwater recharge. Due to the
marked daily and monthly variations of the rainfall and river flows of the Zambezi river basin,
the cyclic nature of the annual flow and rainfall data series from selected stations is
investigated and periods of wet dry years established based on the plots of the summation
of annual discharge departures from the mean (also known as Differential Mass Curves).
For the Victoria Falls station which is more representative of the basin above Kariba and
which has the longest data series (back to 1907), the study has shown that up until the
1945/46 hydrological year there was a decreasing trend in the recorded runoff and
thereafter the trend started to increase up to the 1978/79 hydrological year. However, since
the early 80's to the late 90's the runoff once more has shown a decreasing trend. For the
common years that data plots are available it can be seen that the flow pattern follows very
well the rainfall pattern.
Additional points and discussion:
The Zambezi is a large catchment area of 1.2 million sq. km., and the region has three
seasons: hot/wet, cool/dry and hot/dry with peak flows in March-May each year. Evaluation
of the dimensionless differential mass curve shows that the main influence on runoff is
definitely rainfall. Because of the size of the basin it is hard to factor in variables such as
soil moisture.
Impacts of climate change on future UK flooding, by Frank Farquharson
CEH Wallingford has looked at climate change and flood flows, using their CLASSIC model
for the Thames and Severn basins. ). Preliminary results using the Hadley Centre RCM2
model scenarios led to a recommendation that current flood quantile estimates for
engineering planning be increased by 20% (i.e. the UK is adopting the 'precautionary
principle'). However, this work is currently being extended using more recent HadRM3
regional climate model outputs and considering impacts on a range of catchment sizes
representative of all of the UK. Climate change prediction suggests wetter winters in the UK,
and consequently results for small basins suggest more flooding across the spectrum of
events. However, for the drier south-eastern parts of the UK, low return period floods (up to
about 15 to 20 years) will be less severe under future climates due to the high soil moisture
deficits generated during drier summers.
There is however considerable uncertainty in the results. For a medium sized catchment for
example, the predicted 10-year flood varying from 36 to 57 cubic metres per second (m3/s)
around a mean of 43. Another way of expressing uncertainty would be to say that the
current 10-year flood of 43 m3/s, might in future have a return period as low as 1 in 3 years,
or might extend to a 20-year event. There is still much work to do to reduce this uncertainty.
The available time series for some of the larger rivers (Thames, Severn, Tay) show no
significant trends in 30-day annual maxima in river flows. Similarly, the England and Wales
annual rainfall total time series (1766-1997) shows no trend. However, if you look at the
England-Wales series in summer-winter components (i.e. May-October and November22

April), the summers have been getting drier and the winters wetter, which is precisely what
GCMs predict for the UK: summers will get drier and winters wetter.
Additional points and discussion:
The Hadley Centre regional climate model works well on daily rainfall over the 25 by 25 km
grid resolution. There are still some biases, but results are immeasurably better than from
GCMs.
An important point was raised regarding use and interpretation of short-term trends.
Although is it true that the 1766-1997 trend is flat, there has been a shift in the last 15 years
to greater precipitation, and in 2000 the UK had its wettest year on record. It was proposed
that researchers should look at 30-year trends as well as the full long record. It was further
noted, however, that in time series statistics, one must be very cautious in interpreting data
with extreme values near the ends of the series. The apparent trends may represent an
'end-of-record' phenomenon. It was noted that the Thames time series has been corrected
for human influence.
Annual Mean and Peak Flow Sensitivity to Precipitation, Harry Lins, USGS, USA
An element of human-enhanced greenhouse theory is that the hydrological cycle will
accelerate. This has led some to hypothesize that extreme events (e.g, floods and droughts)
may increase in frequency and/or severity. Indeed, published studies indicate that
precipitation has increased in recent decades, and some have characterized these
increases as occurring in "extreme" precipitation. Significantly, however, recent empirical
studies from North America and Europe find no evidence of an increase in flood frequency
or magnitude during the Twentieth Century, although increases in low to moderate stream
flows have been widely reported. What, then, are the likely effects of greenhouse warming
on streamflow in general, and on floods in particular?
This question is considered using data and the published literature with respect to two
issues: What is known about the sensitivity of various return-period floods and annual
precipitation? What is the real significance of a given percentage change in precipitation on
a flow quantile (e.g., Q100 versus Q-mean)? By applying the procedures developed by
Vogel and others (as reported in Session I), it is found that the precipitation sensitivity of
mean streamflow is much greater than that of peak streamflow, and that precipitation
sensitivity decreases as flood return period increases. One problem with this finding,
however, is that mean precipitation was used to assess both mean and peak streamflow
sensitivity. Undoubtedly, mean annual precipitation is not an optimal measure for estimating
the sensitivity of peak streamflow, and future work must focus on the use of precipitation
values (such as maximum 7-day or 30-day precipitation) that are better correlated with peak
streamflow.
Additional points and discussion:
Sensitivity analysis was performed in various US regions for various return-period flows. As
the return-period was increased, sensitivity consistently decreased. For one river, using the
sensitivity defined by Vogel, the following were evaluated: mean annual flow (MAF), MAF +
20 per cent, annual peak (AP) and AP + 20 per cent. Results showed a significant change in
MAF to a 20 per cent change in precipitation, but a much lower increase in AP. At P+50 per
cent, MAF rises dramatically, but again, there is a much less significant rise in AP.
Therefore sensitivity at the high end (AP) is much lower than for mean flows. Generally,
one would expect more increase in AP than is seen in these analyses. Further work needs
to be done. For example, a uniform increase in precipitation over a year may not affect
peak flows. As well, it isn't certain that annual peak flows are a useful variable. True flood
series would be more useful. Studies on these show no trends in the frequency of flooding,
but there is a significant increase in the magnitude of these floods.
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The question was raised as to how one defines a flood with respect to quantités of
precipitation. It was noted that the annual max is the peak of the year. The 99.99 percentile
may define the point at which the river flow goes 'out of bank', so use of the 95-percentile
level to define extreme events is incorrect. Some use a damage-based threshold.
Climatic changes and water resources in West and Central Africa, Gil Mane
Rainfall variability.
During the 70s and the 80s, rainfall has decreased in West Africa but also in Central Africa.
Statistical tests of detection of discontinuities in time series show abrupt shifts around 1970
in most regions, except in a lot of places in Central Africa, and particularly along the coast of
the Guinea gulf from Ghana to Angola. During the 90s, the global situation of rainfall deficit
continued, in regard to the long time series average values.
Impacts of climate change on river hydrological regimes.
Based on the observations of several hundreds of rivers and one thousand rainfall gauges,
over a period of 100 years for the longest time series, we have synthesized the rainfallrunoff relationships in West and Central Africa. In West Africa we distinguish 3 areas. In
Sahel, first results indicate that runoff is increasing since 30 years, despite the reduction of
rainfall. In dry forest, runoff is deeply decreasing, because of a reduction of rainfall, and also
because of a reduction of the part of runoff coming from groundwater. The relationships
depend on the type of aquifer and on the memory effect of the rainfall variability upon the
level of the aquifer. In the coastal humid forests rainfall and runoff decrease tend to be
proportional. In Central Africa we distinguish two areas. North of the Equator, there is trend
toward a proportional reduction of runoff and rainfall. Near the Equator, there is no long-term
trend toward a runoff diminution.
Increase of the surface runoff in Sahel.
We propose results from case studies in Burkina-Faso and Niger. The 8 rivers studied are
right bank tributaries of the Niger River, which receive from South to North between 1000
and 300 mm of annual rainfall. The rainfall decrease since 1970 is about 15 to 20% over the
whole area. We show that since 1970 the runoff coefficients of these rivers are changing. At
the very South of the area they are decreasing (minimum value -62%), like in the rest of
West and Central Africa where rainfall are being reduced since 1970. These runoff
coefficients are gradually increasing from South to North, and North of the 700 mm annual
rainfall isohyetal line, the runoff coefficients after 1970 are higher than those before 1970,
up to +95%. The highest increase is not observed over these 8 basins, but over the close
basin of Nakambe in Burkina-Faso, + 108%, which is the Northeast tributary of the Volta
river.
Decrease of the surface runoff in tropical dry forest of Africa.
Examples are taken from the upper Niger River basin. The runoff decrease is amplified by a
reduction of groundwater participation to the flood, due to a deepening of the groundwater
table following the long lasting dry period since 1970. This lead to an increase of the
recession coefficients, which means that river low flows appear sooner in time, are lowest
and now more often decrease to zero for previous perennial rivers. In this area the
contribution of the groundwater to the annual flow is important (up to more than 50% of the
annual flow for the Bani river for example). The rainfall deficit has then a double impact on
runoff: a reduction of the direct runoff, and a reduction of the base flow.
This scheme is also observed in more humid areas of the coast, and North of the Equator in
Central Africa, but with a lower magnitude.
The situation in Equatorial Africa.
We present one example in Gabon: the Ogooue river at the Lambarene station (203 500
km2). The long time series of runoff, at three main gauging stations, and rainfall do not show
any long-term trend, but only a great variability in time. The two seasonal rainfall amounts
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do not change much in absolute value, but the repartition of the rainfall within the season
has changed, mainly since the 60s. The same amount of rainfall is now spread over a
longer period of time during spring. This lead to a dramatic decrease of the spring peak
flood value, in regard to the value of the autumn peak flood, which does not change much
over time. This is a major climate change impact in the equatorial area.
Climate prediction for the century.
According to the HadCM3 GCM, scenario A2, and using a Water Balance Model calibrated
and validated over the last 50 years, we show that over West Africa the average runoff of
the Niger and Volta rivers should still decrease over the next decades.
Additional points and discussion:
Given the GCM results noted, there will likely be significantly less precipitation in areas
where drought is already common. In the north of the region in question there is
desertification going on. As well, human agricultural activities are taking a toll. Over the last
40 years there has been a steady increase in groundwater level in spite of the reduction in
rainfall. There will likely be significant evolution in the precipitation/runoff relationship for the
Sahel over the next 20 years.
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Presenter summaries, Agenda session III:
Impact of land use change on soil water holding capacity and river modelling of the
Nakambe River in Burkina-Faso, Gil Mahé
The annual hydrological regime of the Nakambe River shows substantial changes during
the period 1955 to 1998 with a shift occurring around 1970. From 1970 to the mid- 1990s,
despite a reduction in rainfall and an increase in the number of dams, runoff increased,
including maximum daily discharges, and a delay of several weeks in the timing of peak
flows occurred. To assess the impact of land use change on soil water holding capacity
(WHC) during this period we compare the results of two monthly hydrological models using
several different rainfall, potential évapotranspiration (PE) and WHC data sets. Soil WHC
values are modified over time using historical maps of land use (spatial data from aerial
photography and satellite imagery are combined), and compared with a constant value for
WHC over time. There is a robust improvement in flow simulation using the varying values
of soil WHC. There are no comprehensive field measurements of runoff sensitivity to landuse change in the Sahelian area, then these results lead to think that land-use has a major
impact on surface runoff in the Sahelian area.
Runoff are also increasing in other intensely cultivated areas: in Central Niger near Niamey
in Niger Republic the water table is increasing since the 1950s due to a local stronger
recharge of the near-surface aquifer, by connection with local ponds. The right bank
tributaries of the Niger river in Niger Republic and Burkina-Faso have their runoff increasing
since two decades, with values never observed since the beginning of the century.
But it is not possible to determine which part of this runoff increase is strictly due to climate
change and which one is anthropogenically driven by direct land-use change. We still have
some indications from some local river records in Sahelian areas, in which the
anthropogenic pressure is less strong, and where this phenomenon of runoff increases is
not as clearly visible (North of Burkina-Faso, North-East of Mali).
Both human and climate impacts are tightly linked, and field measurements are of high
priority in this Sahelian region to increase our knowledge about this topic.
Additional points and discussion:
It was noted that there is little data prior to the 1970s, but that there was a distinct climate
shift in the 1970s (evidences from the available data). The demonstrated reduction in water
holding capacity (WHC) has a small impact on ground water, which tends to be 10s of
metres underground. Soil 'crusting', a process whereby raindrops flatten the ground surface
that later cracks in the heat, does not frequently happen in central Africa, but when it does,
the crusting and resultant cracks last for years.
Use of the GWAVA model to study impacts of climate change on regional water resources,
by Frank Farquharson
The GWAVA model (Global Water AVilability Assessment) has been used to evaluate the
impact of climate change onCaspian Sea levels, upon water resources in West Africa, and
separately, in Swaziland. The model is based on a 0.5° grid and incorporates a (both a
conventional rainfall-runoff model (CEH's PDM model), and also explains groundwater
availability based on aquifer properties and recharge estimates. The model includes such
factors as physical and water resources data, climate information (eg: Temperature,
Precipitation, Evaporation data), and water demands information (based on population and
livestock numbers and information on industrial and agriculture needs). Modelling runoff
alone is not adequate: one must include the effects of major storage reservoir operation,
wetlands, and account explicitly for all major water abstractions for domestic supply,
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livestock, industry and irrigated agriculture, plus account for return flows from these
demands in order to evaluate realistically the impacts of climate change.
The increase in water levels in the Caspian Sea began in the late 1970s, before the collapse
of the former Soviet Union in 1992, so less extraction of water by industry and irrigated
agriculture cannot explain the rise. It was possible to explain the 2.5m rise in historical sea
levels through the water balance calculations, which gave confidence to the projections due
to likely climate change by 2050, where markedly different results were derived from three
different CGMs. Using the Hadley Centre HadCM3 model, although rainfalls increase by
2.5%, increased temperatures result in higher evaporative losses and consequently a 9%
reduction in inflows. The German Echam4 model predicts a 25% rise in future inflows,
whilst the Canadian CGCM1 model suggests that inflows may increase by 36% by 2050. IN
all three cases, increased temperatures bring the snowmelt flood forward by one month
from May to April. These results illustrate the marked differences between various climate
model scenarios.
Additional points and discussion:
It was noted that GWAVA is one of the few models that includes anthropogenic factors. It
has been successfully applied to the Caspian Sea. The data input used did not include the
GPCC datasets.
This model is developmental. Swaziland is using it but it wasn't developed for broad
technical transfer. In cases like this, the tools are handed over to the operational staff who
apply them after receiving training. Although the model is easy to apply, setting up the input
data is a complex process that at present requires local users to be trained in this aspect of
model configuration. Works is ongoing to improve this situation. The model might have
global applications if adequate input data on abstractions and return flows were available. In
spite of the uncertainty in the data at present, we cannot afford to plan for the future as best
possible.
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Presenter summaries, Agenda Session IV:
Precipitation Amounts and Regional Patterns Based on Observations, by Bruno Rudolf,
GPCC
The Global Precipitation Climatology Centre
The general task of the GPCC is monitoring and analysis of global land-surface precipitation
based on in situ observations. The specific functions comprise (WMO/DWD 1988, WCRP
1990): acquisition and collection of precipitation data (total, liquid and solid); data quality
control and correction of data errors; generation of gridded data sets (objective analysis of
gauge observed data); assessment of the accuracy respectively error for the gridded
product; and distribution of the gridded products via the Internet. The GPCC contributes to
WCRP (CLIVAR, CliC, GEWEX) as well as to GCOS, GTOS, HWRP and WWAP.
Data base of the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre
The GPCC provides two gridded data sets of monthly precipitation for the global landsurface. The near real-time Climate "Monitoring Product" is based on about 7,000 stations
and covers the period 1986 to present (synoptic and CLIMAT data via the GTS). Note that
there has been a slight improvement in the amount of data available via the GTS over time.
The "Full Data Product" is based on totally up to 40,000 stations by including additional data
supplied by 173 countries. This product covers the period from 1986 to 2000, but the data
coverage is decreasing year by year after 1989 due to the delayed availability of the
additional data. The full data set includes international project data from GEWEX and other
projects, and historical data collections from U. East Anglia's Climate Research Unit, the
FAO, the USA Global Historical Climate Network (GHCN), etc. In future, these datasets will
be 'pooled' and all duplications removed.
Spatial structure of precipitation analysis with regard to the observational data basis
Comparison of the land-surface large-scale area-mean monthly precipitation from the near
real-time Monitoring Product and the Full Data of precipitation shows differences of about
2% on average. However, if smaller regions are considered, the difference can become
larger depending on the number and location of stations in the two products. An exemplary
study for the Amazon basin has shown that the Full Data Product captures the most realistic
spatial structure.
Validation of the Hydrological Cycle in the New ERA-40 Dataset
(Conclusions from Stefan Hagemann, Klaus Arpe and Lennart Bengtsson, Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg)
• Numerical models still have problems with quantitative assessment of precipitation,
evaporation and snowmelt.
• Precipitation over the ocean is largely overestimated in stream 1 (1989-2001) and
stream 3 (1958-1973).
• Evaporation is overestimated for many river catchment areas.
• Hydrological cycle over land has slightly improved compared to ERA15 but its
quality differs between the streams.
• Hydrological cycle should be considered as model-simulated, and not as quasiobservational such as it is the case for many other meteorological parameter in
ERA-40
Compared to the gauge analysis over land, the best spatial structure is still given by ERA
40, but the quantities should be adjusted to the gauge analysis. The satellite-based
estimates have not been that sufficient due to the low resolution and sampling rates of the
current satellite systems.
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General conclusions
• The storage of water by the snow cover and its release play an important role in the
runoff regime. For cold climates, the seasonal storage of water by snow cover must
be respected by any hydrological model, even on large-scale assessments.
• Due to global warming, the runoff regime of rivers in transient climate zones is
changing from snowmelt driven to more rainfall driven types.
• The compilation and joint analysis of observed runoff, precipitation, and snow depth
(liquid water equivalent) data could be a useful contribution to understanding and
quantification of the runoff regime and regional hydrological cycles.
• The availability of data is an issue. At least the data sets from 1986 to present need
to be completed for large-scale analyses. Much of the runoff data ends in the early
1990s.
Additional points and discussion:
The most critical point for validation is evaporation. This is estimated from some
observational data, but is effective only for some of the larger river basins. For the entire
Amazon basin, you can get by with the monitoring products (using a 2.5 km resolution grid).
At least 10 stations are needed per grid box. However, one cannot calculate catchment area
values at this resolution. The products are more easily applied to the Rhine or Oder basins.
Studies are in progress for the McKenzie, the Mississippi, and at continental scales (the
European Alps, for example). Some other ongoing projects Include CATCH in Central West
Africa and the GEWEX Asian Monsoon project.

About Precipitation and Floods, by Bruno Rudolf (GPCC)
Based on the discussion of different weather conditions leading to severe floods in Central
Europe, a definition of flood types has been presented:
Flash floods (mostly occurring in summer or early autumn):
> Meteorological conditions: instable atmospheric layers, high humidity causing strong
convective systems (e.g. clustered heavy thunderstorms, squall lines), trigger or
amplification by orography.
> Precipitation time scale one hour up to one day, spatial extension 1000 to 5000 km2.
> Examples: Santina (Brig, Switzerland, in September 2003, Cevennes, lower Rhone,
France, in September 2002.
River flooding without snow melt (occurring in summer and autumn):
> Meteorological conditions: Dominated by the synoptic regime, often by a Vb Wetterlage,
advection and large-scale lifting of humid air masses, causing regionally intense rainfall
amplified by orography, soil saturated and water levels elevated by preceding rainfalls.
> Precipitation time scale one day up to five days, spatial extension 10,000 to 50,000 km2.
> Examples: Odra flood in July 1997; Vistula, July 2001; Danube and Elbe, August 2002
(precipitation at some locations during this month was 400 per cent of normal particularly striking in the long time-series at Linz and Dresden. The 470 mm received at
Zinnwald was 456 per cent of normal, a one-in-150-year event. The forecasts
substantially underestimated the amounts of precipitation. Only one other serious
summer flood has occurred in this region since 1640).
River flooding caused or amplified by snow melt (occurring in winter and spring):
> Meteorological conditions: Synoptic regime with steady location of frontal systems
causing rich large-scale rainfall, in most cases combined with snow melt. The
precipitation history of the preceding months is of high influence, e.g. saturated soil and
existing snow cover.
> Precipitation time scale one day up to ten days, spatial extension 50,000 to 100,000 km2.
> Examples: Rhine river floods in December 1993 and January 1995, flood of Danube and
Lake Constance in May 1999.
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River flooding without snow melt (preferably occurring in autumn):
> Meteorological conditions: Persistent large-scale convergent cyclonic regime with
repeating widely spread rainfall areas and convective systems, orographic amplification.
> Precipitation time scale one month up to three months, spatial extension 500,000 to
5,000,000 km2.
> Example: Flooding of many rivers in western and southern Europe, effecting Norway,
England and Wales, France, Italy, Slovenia, during autumn 2000).
It has been pointed out that it is very important to respect the flood type in a statistical
evaluation of flood occurrence frequency, in particular if this is related to climate change.
First statistics of the occurrence of extreme daily and monthly precipitation in Germany have
shown an increase of the frequency of both dry and wet events during the last decades of
the 20th century. Classification of precipitation episodes with respect of the areal coverage
and duration can be a suitable basis for statistical assessment of the frequency of relevant
episodes and extreme events.
Additional points and discussion:
The GPCC can respond quickly to support decision-makers, as rapid access to national and
international datasets has been established, and the models can quickly be
validated/verified. Quick and thorough assessments can be made. However, with only 15
years of data in the database, and some human influence embedded in some of that data,
the range of analyses that can be done is limited.
Summary points on Betwixt: Building knowledge for a changing climate, by Chris Kilsby.
Rainfall models such as the GNSRP stochastic model (Generalized Neyman-Scott
Rectangular Pulses), can play a very useful role in investigating climate sensitivity of
streamflow. They may be used to provide realistic long series that contain representative
extreme events, for input to hydrological models. Suitable models reproduce the important
statistics of rainfall (mean, seasonality, distribution of intensity) as well as sequences and
extremes.
Work at Newcastle has developed GNSRP models for grids covering UK and Europe. If
suitable daily rainfall statistics were available, a global model is feasible. For the EU
SWURVE project, Newcastle works in partnership with EPFL Lausanne to study glaciers
and the Jura lakes.
Studies of daily records of rainfall over the last 40 years in the UK have used pooled data,
not single sites, which reduces some spurious trends. Results show that in eastern
Scotland, for example, the 1991-2000 period was considerably different from the decades of
the 1960's, 70's and 80's and that there have been increases in the frequency of extreme
rainfall in parts of the UK. These are most evident at durations of 5 and 10 days, and there
may be similarities to flood-generating rainfalls in central Europe.
There are pros and cons within the use of various methods of generating (or downscaling)
rainfall information from atmospheric models (e.g. GCMs and reanalysis). Dynamical
methods (RCMs) retain internal consistency between precipitation and evaporation, but are
subject to large biases in many regions compared to observation. Statistical methods are
very flexible and may be quickly 'tailored' to sites, but suffer from lack of consistency
between variables.
Sensitivity analysis by generating 'perturbed' precipitation scenarios should involve realistic
modification of the rainfall, accounting for seasonality, sequences, intensities and variability,
and not simply by 'factoring' observed data.
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Additional points and discussion:
In the Middle East, the SUSMAQ Project aims to simulate rainfall, recharge and extraction
processes to allow sustainable-yield and reliability studies. These will allow the Palestinian
Authority to negotiate water settlements with Israel, using real data. There is an observed
rainfall trend over Israel in the past 20-30 years. Generally there is a decline in the north and
an increase in the south. Lake Tiberia, which feeds the River Jordan, has seriously falling
levels. Some argue that water extractions from the Lake Tiberia area for agricultural
irrigation in the south has altered the albedo, and thus the climate in the region.
Summary points on The Importance of Precipitation Gage Measurement Biases in
Hydrologie Modelling, by David R. Legates
An argument for considering precipitation gauge measurement biases is made. Global
precipitation is underestimated by about 11% - 8% from the deleterious effect of the wind,
2% from wetting losses and 1% from evaporation from the gauge. However, the bias is not
constant but varied spatially and temporally, owing to enhanced bias resulting from the
effect of wind on snowfall (catch decreases as a function of wind speed). Thus, the bias is
greater in polar and mountainous regions and during the winter months.
But, if precipitation is underestimated, how does that affect hydrologie modelling? It is
argued that the underestimate results in an underestimate of water storage and/or
évapotranspiration, when the model is calibrated to match observed runoff. To wit, it is
hypothesized that calibration of a hydrologie model with observations serves to:
• adjust for uncertainties in model parameters (an unsystematic bias), and
• adjust for underestimate in precipitation resulting from gauge measurement biases
(systematic bias).
To test this hypothesis, an analysis was made at the Little Salt Creek Basin in eastern
Nebraska, USA. It is a 113 km2 watershed consisting of 62% dry land and 31% pasture.
Runoff was simulated using the SCS Curve Number approach with precipitation available
from 5 rain gauges within 10 km of the basin. In this case, curve numbers were not
calibrated, but specified according to standard values. Measured and bias-adjusted
precipitation data were used to determine the effect of gauge bias on the runoff simulation.
Results indicate that the RMSE decreased by half and the simulated mean flow was
approximately equal to the observed mean when bias adjustments were used. Although it is
not argued that calibration is unnecessary, it is argued that gauge biases should be
considered independently of model calibration.
It is concluded that precipitation gauge measurement biases are not trivial, and are
systematic underestimates affected by wind field changes and air temperature changes over
time. Moreover, they are not constant and vary with space and time. The standard
calibration process associated with hydrologie modelling implicitly (and erroneously) adjusts
for gauge measurement biases. Thus, gauge measurement biases should be treated
separately, and explicitly in hydrologie modelling and in precipitation trend analyses.
Additional points and discussion:
To correct for systematic biases in the precipitation data, you need to know the type(s) of
gauge(s) in use over time and all other metadata for the site, where available. As well you
need temperature, precipitation, MSL pressure and wind data (where gauge height winds
are not available, they have to be estimated from other data, sometimes from regional wind
fields established at a group of stations - this is crude and the results are less-biased, rather
than un-biased).
The GPCC has correction factors that users can apply to the GPCC datasets, and are
developing a method for correction of daily synoptic data. Users of gridded products must
be aware that the data are blended from several stations. If stations 'come and go' in the
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grid cell, discontinuities can be disguised. While these issues had been well known
amongst climate scientists in the 1960's and 70's, modern modellers and hydrologists are
not always aware of the problem, or its implications for data analyses. In addition, there is
very little 'mountain' climate data, so gridded data downstream suffer from this lack. Further,
the advent of Doppler radar has not eradicated such problems, and satellite data are
calibrated with the biased surface records. Not least, the advent of auto-gauges such as
heated tipping-bucket rain gauges has had an impact on the precipitation data, especially in
areas prone to high frequency of trace values.
It was suggested that WMO set up a Working Group, through WCRP, to investigate the
systematic biases in observed precipitation data. It was noted that WCP-WCDMP has a
Working Group headed by Tom Peterson (NOAA) that looks at data homogeneity, and that
Barry Goodison (Canada) and Pavel Groissman (USA) have published significantly from
gauge intercomparison studies).
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Presenter summaries, Agenda Session V:
On Hydrologie sensitivity of stream flow to El Nino/La Nina induced variations in
precipitation by Jose Luis Santos, Ph.D. Director of CIIFEN
The International Research Center on El Nino (CIIFEN) is established as a centre drawing
together information on ENSO and its impacts, collaborating with international, regional and
national partners in climate data processing, applications and prediction.
CIIFEN generates specific products according to the needs of the end user (Agriculture,
water resources, fisheries, health sector, etc.) made public by existing Institutions.
The socio-economic impacts of El Nino in Latin America are big, and a lot of the damage is
caused by overflow of rivers rather than the precipitation itself. A lot of studies are still
needed in this area.
There is no comprehensive model / statistically based studies with which to make a
quantitative assessment of hydrological sensitivity to climate variables and in particular
precipitation based on high quality data and long time-series in the region (West Coast of
South America). But the impact of ENSO on the hydrology of the region is very big. Some
cases studies are presented for El Nino 1998-97 in Ecuador, where the river flow at certain
basins more than tripled during the event.
There is also a need in the region to establish low-cost early warning systems to prevent
riverine floods; some experiences have been proved successful in Central America
(Guatemala).
It is important to emphasize the need of applied studies in the region that would cause a
direct impact by decreasing the vulnerability of the population and ecosystems to variations
of stream flow due to El Nino/La Nina forcing.
Additional points and discussion:
ENSO has a big influence in the health sector in western South America. Cholera, Dengue
Fever, Malaria etc. all are influenced by climate, including the ENSO.
Summary on Streamflow-ENSO, Seasonal Streamflow Forecast and Water Resources
Management, by Francis Chiew
Studies using global streamflow data by Chiew and McMahon (2002) and Dettinger et al.
(2000) show consistent ENSO-streamflow teleconnections across large geographical
regions. Strong and regionally consistent ENSO-streamflow teleconnections are identified
in Australia and New Zealand, South America and Central America, and weaker signals are
identified in some parts of Africa and North America (and Europe). The results are
consistent with global ENSO-precipitation teleconnection studies (e.g., Ropelewski and
Halpert, 1987). The results suggest that the ENSO-streamflow relationship and the serial
correlation in streamflow can be exploited to forecast streamflow several months ahead.
The use of streamflow forecasts can benefit the management of water resources,
particularly in systems with high interannual variability in Australia, southern and drier parts
of Africa and some areas of North America.
Various desktop studies have shown that the use of probabilistic seasonal streamflow
forecast can benefit the management of land and water resources systems (e.g., Chiew et
al., 2003). Seasonal streamflow forecast could allow water managers to make more
realistic decisions on water allocation for competing users, and forecast of variables like
water allocation, streamflow volume and number of pumping days would help farmers make
better informed risk-based decisions for farm and crop management.
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Chiew, F.H.S. and McMahon, T.A. (2002) Global ENSO-streamflow teleconnection, streamflow
forecasting and interannual variability. Hydrol. ScL, 47: 505-522.
Chiew, F.H.S., Zhou, S.L. and McMahon, T.A. (2003) Use of seasonal streamflow forecasts in water
resources management. J. Hydrol., 270:135-144.
Dettinger, M.D., Cayan, D.R., McCabe, G.J. and Marengo, J.A. (2000) Multiscale streamflow
variability associated with El Nifto/Southern Oscillation. In: El Niflo and The Southern
Oscillation: Multiscale Variability and Global Regional Impacts (Editors: Diaz and Markgraf),
Cambridge University Press, pp. 113-147.
Ropelewski, CF. and Halpert, M.S. (1987) Global and regional precipitation patterns associated
with the El Nifto/Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Mon. Wea. Rev. 115,1606-1626.
Additional points and discussion:
Input of SOI and streamflow information into models greatly increases results (and
profitability) over use of climatology alone. SST data must be carefully selected (to be the
most pertinent to the region in question) for use in the models.
Sensitivity of El Nino/La Nina Seasonal Forecasting Model on the Niger Basin, by Engr.
Ibraheem A. Olomoda, Niger Basin Authority, Niamey, Niger

BACKGROUND
Forums for seasonal forecasting using the El Nino/La Nina model for Africa are annual
events sponsored by the WMO, the NOAA among others. The forums are jointly carried out
for all stakeholders and member Countries by the consortium of the African Centre of
Meteorological Application for Development (ACMAD), the Centre for Agriculture, Hydrology
and Meteorology (AGRHYMET), the International Crop Research Institute for Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISAT), the Desert Margin Program (DMP) and the Niger Basin Authority (NBA),
all based in Niamey, Niger Republic.
The forums provide training on hydro-climatic forecast on the use of the El Nino/La Nina
model using the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) data, provided by the UK Meteorological
Services.
OBSERVATIONS
The El Nino/La Nina Model using SST, adapted to hydrological forecasting, is being used on
the Niger basin since 1998. The following are therefore the major observations on the
model's sensitivity to hydrology:
> The model is based on a linear correlation with too many assumptions;
> Without SST data available the model can not be used;
> It cannot be adapted to low flow situation;
> It cannot be used for forecast of short time duration;
> It is not definitive hence very difficult to be used in taking high level decisions e.g.
reservoir operation;
> The model is useful to farmers, fishermen and health official in their decision-making.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following are some major recommendations based on the Niger basin experience on
the use of the model:
> There is need to update the assumptions based on essential parameters that will
improve the quality of the forecast.
> The forecast should be improved so as to be usable in high level decision making.
> There is need to sensitize and encourage the end-users in the use and application
of seasonal forecast.
> There is need to establish more national and regional hydro-climatic data units and
equipping them for the enhancement of a meaningful hydro-climatic information and
product.
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> There is also need to look into the impact of Atlantic SST on climatic changes in
Africa
> Collaboration and cooperation between Regional hydro-climatic organizations is
essential and to be encouraged so as to ensure adequate flow of hydro-climatic
data and information worldwide.
Additional points and discussion:
Ten countries comprise the River Niger Basin. The population of the basin is over 100
million and the growth rate is about 3 per cent. Issues in the region include desertification,
migration, water shortage, siltation, floods, environmental pollution (especially industrial),
aquatic weeds and the impacts of climate on the river(s). ARGOS and METEOSAT satellites
monitor the basin.
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